The Department of General Surgery under Andizhan State Medical Institute was founded in 1957 on the base of surgery department in the hospital of Andizhan city. As a head of department was appointed docent Karayev.I.K ; as assistants Rahimov S.R., Saidhonov A.C, Ibadov I.Y, and Muhammedov J.A.

Nowadays docent Salahiddinov Sarvar Zaynobiddinovich is the head of this department.
From 1964 to 1979 the head of the department was docent Xodjayev D.X.
From 1982 to 1988 professor Holmatov O.X.
During this period the clinical hospital of ASMI was transferred to the second Surgery Department.
From 1989 to 1991 the head of this department was professor Obid Siddikovich Siddikov.
From 1991 to 1993 docent Xakimov S.P.
From 1993 to 2014 professor Urinov A.Y. was the head of the Surgery Department.
Docent I.K.Karayev under the guidance of academician Bakulev at Heart Blood Surgery Research Institute defended his doctoral dissertation and went to the Medical Institute in Stavropol.

In 1964 the head of the department was V.M.Markushev. And from 1965 he worked in Ufa Medical Institute.
From 1979 to 1966 the head of the department was Najmitdinov Nozim Najmitdinovich.
From 1967 to 1968 docent Svirko Vyacheslav Mihaylovich.
From 1968 the scientist from Andizhan docent Dadaş Xodjayevich Xodjayev started to govern the department.

During these years Saidhonov A.S., Rahimov S.R defended their doctoral dissertations about “Endemic thyroid disease”
I.Y.Ibadov about “Types and peculiarities of stones in urinary stone diseases”
Later he defended his dissertation on “The importance of invagination methods in intestinal anastomoses”
U.A. Eshonhodjayev defended his doctoral on “urological diseases”
A.G.Davidov – “Heart operations”

From 1979 to 1982 the head of the department was docent Mirzayev.
The department was placed in the clinical hospital in Andijan and there worked docents such as D.X.Hodjayev, Y.Y.Haimov, and assistants H.A.Grigoryan, M.Turgunov, O.Ahmedov.

From 1982 to 1988 professor O.X.Xolmatov was the head of the department.
From 1991 to 1993 docent S.P.Hakimov.
And on April 1993 professor Anvar Yasharovich became the head of the department.
There appeared bases such as the 2d surgery, vascular surgery, purulent surgery and practice sections.

In 1985 the assistants of the department of surgery under ASMI started to increase.

From 2000 to 2005, there were organized works on 3 doctoral dissertations and 5 candidates of science dissertations.

The scientific researches as “The use of efferent methods and lymphatic therapy in treatment of diabetic patients”, “To support new medical methods in the surgery” had showed their effectiveness.


In the same year professor Karabayev defended his doctoral on theme “The usage of photodynamic drugs in the treatment of thropic ulcers and skin cancer”.

In 2005 professor A.Y. Urinov printed the monography of “Photocemical therapy of purulent wounds thropic ulcers”.


This year the docent of the department X.T. Musashayhov became a professor.

And in 2008 assistant X.M. Mamadiyev defended his candidacy dissertation in Moscow on “The ways to optimize the surgical treatment penetrating duodenal ulcers in the pancreas”.
Docents and professors of the department
The department is actively involved in 4 scientific researches:
1. Perfection of the treatment of complicated gastric and duodenal ulcer
2. To use medical adhesions in general surgery
3. Research on the application of technologies in combating endogenous intoxication in general surgery is continuing
4. The use of plastic methods for surgical treatment of congenital heart defects

In 2007 there were printed the monography by the docent P.H. Abdullayev about “Medical herbs that enhance blood clotting”

Andijan State Medical Institute works on the program 2017-2021 for the preparation of scientific research work which is carried out. Mighty students are researching on the topical issues in the surgical department.
There are 4 clinical sections in the department: 2d surgery, cardiovascular surgery, purulent surgery and proctology.

In 2004 professors of Cardiovascular Surgery with the leading specialists in surgery center in Uzbekistan managed to treat open and closed heart defected by open and closed diagnostic methods. The head of Cardiovascular section A.I. Turgunov and professors A.Y. Urinov and R.N. Abdullayev are also responsible for this work.

In the purulent surgery and proctology section leading specialists such as Y.S. Egamov and the head of the section, docents P.H. Abdullayev, K.K. Mirzayev carried out the treatment in accordance with modern requirements. The masters of the department work in all provinces of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

There was created electronic library which consists of 36 monography and electronic versions of books, 158 lectures, 68 documentary films and 25 multimedia manuals. They are for the therapeutic, pediatric, pedagogical medicine, nursing faculties and the staff as well.

In order to improve the study process there has been prepared by the workers of department equated to the 2011 state educational standards. Two special rooms for English language training were provided and equipped. There are 43 posters,
18 study films and 69 slide lectures. The professors are prepared to teach the lessons in English. Foreign language lessons were created.

Every Monday and Thursday were announced as English Day. The Department has also 5 tematic rooms. Aseptic and anticeptic, surgery infection rooms were also created.

All booths in the department were renovated and redesigned. In 2014 ASMI “The department of general surgical diseases and military field surgery accepts 6 masters. The were printed 14 scientific theses at Scientific Republic Conference by the Masters and 6 articles in the journal of “Theoretical and Clinical Medicine”

Nowadays the department masters of science continue with modern methods of analysis of statistical information and acquaintance with local and foreign scientific literature
Nowadays the masters of the Department are doing work on the analysis of the statistical information on the scientific topics of the department and the scientific work under the supervision of scientific supervisors is widely used in the modern methods of diagnostics and treatment. At the same time, the masters of the department work in accordance with developed standards of treatment in medical practice (actively participate in the process of writing the history of illness, assisting in operations and discussing serious patients in video lessons and conferences).

During the training, masters prepared and discussed at the department scientific reports on modern research and treatment of various surgical diseases. Practical lectures are being regularly conducted by the department’s masters. As well as the masters of the department since 2014 and up now are actively involved in the spiritual and moral work in Andizhan, Shahrixon, Marhamat. Each of the masters has prepared scientific reports on each practical lesson and is currently working on this direction. Currently, the department is preparing scientific articles and on July 2019 was sent to the reputable journals of Uzbekistan for publication.
To summarize, carry out diagnostic work with masters in the department based on the standards of the treatment preparing articles. Comprehensive work on the analysis of dissertation chapters, participation in spirituality and enlightenment work in the department is to be continued.

The work done on the basis of the mentor apprenticeship programme

Working with gifted students at the department and 2019-2020 academic years on the basis of the scholarly community and mentor apprenticeship programme there were chosen 10 talented students. In 2019 there was opened surgery fan club and 29 students joined it.

This club members and other students participated in the big competition on the surgery in which 3 students were the winners. The student of the pediatric faculty Saliyev Bekzod took the 1st place.
Every Friday of each week there are practical lessons of the surgery. The head of the department S.Z. Salahiddinov delivers the lectures each month.

Activities are carried out to improve the quality of the learning process. All educational facilities are completely overhauled by the staff of the department and equipped with new innovative teaching materials. Improving the quality of practical lessons is provided with handouts for each pedagogical case technology. In each classroom there is a telemedicine system and Internet. A set of multimedia slide lectures and lecture texts for lectures in Uzbek and Russian languages were created.

**The scientific potential of the department. Directions of scientific work of the surgery department**

1. Surgical tactics of complications of gastric and duodenal ulcer. Preparation for diagnosis and advance treatment from the diagnosis, selection of the optimal type of diagnosis, decompression of the digestive system, problems of parental nutrition.

2. Improvement of methods of elimination residual laryngeal complications of complicated liver.

3. Indications for the diagnosis of thioretox bull disease, radical diagnosis, problems of patient care in the postoperative period.

4. Mechanical jaundice and problems of their elimination.

5. Splenomegaly syndrome and an earlier period in the treatment of this disease, diagnostic tactics, problems of their earlier elimination.

6. Pathogenetic and clinical bases of treatment in the acute SBO complicated by peritonitis.
Enlightenment and public affairs

On the first Tuesday and Wednesday of each month the department has the spirituality of the curatorial hours. These works are conducted and approved by the department spirituality and enlightenment. Not only the above topics, but also the most important events in our city and abroad.
The chair organized and equipped the room of spirituality and enlightenment. The theme of Multiple Alcoholism and Drug addiction on healthy lifestyle implementation of 5 initiative projects, 4 lectures on Ekstremism and international terrorism were conducted in Jalaqduq, Xojabod, Qorg’ontepa in Andijan. More than 760 people joined this lecture.

Many citizens who live in Konstitution street were informed and underwent medical tests.

In the development of the spirituality and enlightenment was organised and edited by the Law

Nowadays there is strong affection on implementation of the State youth policy and additional measures are being carried out.